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"Superb visit with augmented reality, very entertaining and instructive"

" A very constructive visit, remarkably well presented and documented”

" The AR visit brings a real plus”

" Thank you very much for this exhibition, its gratuity, the kindness of the agents and the augmented reality”

" Very nice museography, and a very nice and fun mixed reality experience to put forward! "It was very instructive. We 
really appreciated the virtual reality.”

" Great. Very informative without being boring. Clear presentation and several degrees of reading, from the great beginner 
to the informed public. Visit the p.c. In augmented reality is a rich idea very well done. ”

"Very good visit in augmented reality and beautiful exhibition.”

" Museum really very interesting. The command post gives a good account of the daily life of the FFI.”

" Superb museum. No excuse not to come, and it's free! And the visit of the pc is great. Thank you”

" I particularly appreciated the visit in augmented reality! A real immersive plus!”

" The visit of the HQ in augmented reality is great! "(Google review)

“(...) Don't miss: the visit with augmented reality headset of Rol-Tanguy's PC! "(Google review)
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